Application for Artisans Village - Gatalop XXX
Thank you for your interest in being part of Artisans Village! We have been very pleased with the reception this area of
the event has received in recent years and want to continue to cultivate it as an important part of Gatalop, which
showcases the diverse talented and skilled artisans across the Knowne World.
It is our sincere wish to have a wide range of artistic pursuits represented in Artisans Village at Gatalop XXX. However,
due to space constraints we may well have to limit the number of artisans and their helpers so that we can adequately
accommodate those wishing to participate in the space that we have available. As this is an event open to the general
public, as well as those members of the Society attending, we hope to have as many areas of the arts & sciences
represented as possible.
As the fort fills up quickly once the event opens, it quickly becomes necessary to limit the flow of vehicular traffic into the
fort. For this reason, please be aware that if you can arrive Thursday it is more likely that we can allow you to drive into
the fort proper to offload your gear.
Artisan’s Village will be open on Friday and Saturday from 9am to 4pm. The hours you spend within the Village count as
service hours and to collect them please sign in with the Village coordinator to receive a service chit and then sign out
when you’re finished performing your craft. Turn your service chits in to Troll to have them tallied and be eligible for
volunteer prizes.
If you wish to be a part of Artisans Row at the event, please complete and submit the following form. We will contact
everyone that responds when our committee has made its decisions as to who will be invited to participate this year. We
thank you for your interest and sincerely hope that we are able to accommodate you.

SCA Name: ____________________________________________________________________

Legal Name: ___________________________________________________________________

Email address or telephone contact information: ______________________________________

Art/Craft: ______________________________________________________________________
Will you require space within the Artisans Area of the fort or will you have a tent to set up in the designated area?

_______________________________________________________________
(Please be aware that due to the restrictions the fort places on us, only period-looking tents will be allowed inside
the fort)
Size space needed: _______________________________________________________________

Equipment needed: _____________________________________________________________
(tables, chairs, etc. - will you provide these items or do we need to make arrangements to provide them for you?)
Access to electricity is VERY limited. Do you require electricity, and if so, for what purpose?

______________________________________________________________________________

